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A Fast Algorithm for Computing Distance Spectrum of Convolutional Codes
Alistruct -A fast algorithm for searching a tree (FAST) is presented for computing the distance spectrum of convohtiond codes. The distance profile of a code is used to limit substantially the error patterns which have to be searched. Our algorithm can easily be modified to determine the number of nonzero information bits of an incorrect path as well as the group are algorithms that invert the state transition matrix.
grows exponentially with the code memory. An obvious way to Save
The rank of the state transition matrix for the encoder memory is to perform a length of an error event. For testing systematic codes we give a faster version of the algorithm. FAST is much faster than the standard bidirectional search. On a p-VAX-computer we verified d , = 27 for a rate
I. INTRODUCTION
VER THE PAST decade there has been a significant, 0 increase in using sequential decoding to achieve reliable communication. We can expect that the demand for communication with extremely low error probability will continue to grow. It is well-known [l] , [2] that the distance spectrum is the main factor in determining the event error probability when maximum-likelihood decoding (or near maximum-likelihood) is used for a convolutional code. It has also been observed [2]-[4] that an optimum distance profile (ODP) is desirable for a good computational performance with sequential decoding. Thus it is important to find methods for constructing convolutional codes with both a good distance spectrum and a good distance profile.
So far there has been little success in finding very good coqvolutional codes by algebraic methods. Most codes used in practice were found by computer search. It is a simple task to determine the distance profile, but an evaluation of the spectrum needs a search among prohibitively many paths ifl the code tree and becomes practically impossible except for rather small code memories. Most algorithms for finding distances presented in the literature [5]-[9] are either too slow or use too much computer memory when applied to long, good codes. In the latter Manuscript received June 1, 1988 : revised February 9, 1989 . This work was supported in part by the Swedish National Board for Technical Development under Grant 85-3303. The material in this paper was partially presented at the International Workshop on Convolutional Codes, Multi-User Communications, Sochi, USSR, May 31-June 5 , 1983, and at the International Symposium on Information Theory, St. Jovite, PQ. Canada, September 26-30. 1983 .
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IEEE Log Number X931522. search in the code tree.
In this paper we show how the distance profile can be utilized to reduce the search dramatically to relatively small regions of error patterns. In Section I1 some introductory concepts are given. An illustrative example is given in Section 111. In Section IV we give a brief description of the fast algorithm for searching trees (FAST) for determining the spectrum parameters [lo] . Section V contains some modifications of the algorithm. In Section VI we discuss how to find good encoders. Finally, Section VI1 contains the results.
INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS
For simplicity, we limit our discussion to binary codes of rate R =1/2. The extension to rate R = l / c is trivial and to rate R = b / c straightforward.
In a rate R =1/2 binary convolutional code, the infor- We shall find it convenient to write for the encoded path containing the first n + 1 "branches" of the encoded sequence. The encoded path tLO, is called the first constraint length of the code. The j t h order column distunce [ll] For given code generators we can of course use the state of a node to determine the weights, w, and w, of the branches stemming from that node. By using these branch weights together with the node weight W, we can determine the two new node weights WO = W -wo and W, = W -w1 (see Fig. 1 ). When searching for a path in the code tree with a given weight, we explore a subtree if and only if the new node weight W,, is nonnegative and if the state of the new node S,, differs from the zero state. Let us arbitrarily give priority to the zero branch whenever we have to select between two new possible nodes.
A straightforward algorithm for determining the number of paths of a given weight d can be formulated as follows. then we move backwards. Thus we have to remember all of the previous information symbols so that we can move backwards until we find a new "one"-branch with a nonnegative node weight. Then we move forward again. A stop condition appears when we reach the root.
This basic algorithm is of course very time-consuming. To measure the performance of the algorithm, we count the total number of nodes visited. Each visit to a node, regardless of whether we have been there before or not, is counted as a visit.
As an example, we use the basic algorithm to verify that the memory M = 3 code with generators G(') = [l, 1,1,1] and G("= [1,0,1,1], or since we prefer octal notation G(') = 74 and G(" = 54, has one path of weight d , = 6.
The code tree explored by the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . As many as 121 nodes are visited. In the next section we shall use the same example to show how we can obtain a substantial reduction in the number of nodes we have to visit.
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Our M = 3 code with generator G = [G"), G(2)] = [74, 54] has (optimum) distance profile d = [2, 3, 3, 4] . In Fig. 3 we show only the part of its trellis which contains the weight 6 sequence 11000, i.e., the encoded sequence tL0,41 = 11,01,01,00,11. Since the column distance is the minimum of the Hamming weights of the paths with io = 1, the distance profile can be used as a lower bound to the decrease of the node weight along the path. In steps 1, 2, and 4 in Fig. 3 this bound is tight. If we traverse this path in the opposite direction we will of course get the same total weight but different node weights.
In Fig. 4 we can use the distance profile as a lower bound to the node weights along the path. Notice that if a node has weight less than this bound, then every path leading backward to the all-zero state will give a negative node weight at the root node. For example, if the node weight in state [OOl] is less than d , = d , = 4 we must not extend this node when we are traversing the trellis backwards. More generally, the weight of a backward path stemming from a node in state S # [O,O;--,O] , starting with a one-branch, and eventually leading to the root node (zero state) is lower-bounded by d,. In Fig. 4 we notice, e.g., that if the node weight in state [110] were less than d , = 3, then we should not extend this node. Instead of moving backward in the trellis we can, of course, reuerse the code generators and move forward in the corresponding tree and use the distance profile (of the nonreversed code) to limit effectively the part of the tree that must be explored.
IV. THE FAST ALGORITHM
We shall now describe a fast algorithm for searching a , code tree to determine the distance spectrum for a convo- [G"', 6 (2)]. We then reduce this weight by the weights of the branches that we traverse when the code tree is searched for nodes with both node weight and state equal to zero. For the state of each explored node, we use the column distances d,-,,-, or d,-, to lower-bound the weight of any path leading to a zero state. If the weight is less than this bound, we will always reach a weight that is zero or negative at a nonzero state. Hence it is only necessary to extend a node if the node weight is larger than or equal to this bound! If both successor nodes are achievable, we follow the zero branch and save (push) the one-branch node (state S, and weight W , ) on a stack. Thus we can avoid calculating the node weight for the same node twice, and the algorithm will be twice as fast. (The basic algorithm should of course also be implemented with a stack.) The FAST is shown below. N_otice that w, is calculated using the re-
FAST: Given k code generators, G ( i ) , i =1; . ., k , and Fig. 5 we show the code tree explored by FAST to verify that n ( d , ) =1 for our encoder G = [74, 54] . Only five nodes are visited! Since we are interested in the spectral components for encoders with optimum (or good) distance profiles, it is interesting to notice that the better the distance profile is, the faster FAST runs! In Fig. 6 the efficiencies of FAST and the basic algorithm are compared when used for testing the nonsystematic ODP encoders given in Tables I  and I1 (see Section VII). The algorithm was programmed in VMS Fortran-77 and run on a p-VAX-11 computer. As an example we tested an R = 1/2, izf = 25 convolutional encoder G = [665041116, 516260772] with an optimum distance profile. It took only 37 s CPU time to calculate the number of paths (24) and make the following modifications:
Bit Error Probability
When Viterbi decoding is used for a specific code on a binary input channel, the distance spectrum can be used to upper-bound the first event error probability. This bound can be modified to provide a bound on the bit error probability, i.e., the expected number of erroneously decoded information bits per decoded information bit [l] 
Systematic Codes
If we calculate the distance spectrum for systematic encoders, then it is possible to make an additional improvement of FAST. Since 6("( 0) = DM, we have at
Therefore, we need efficient rejecting rules that limit the computation of d, to a small fraction of the complete ensemble of encoders.
The jth-order row distance rJ is the minimum Hamming weight of a path of length M + j + l branches which diverges at some point from the zero state and terminates on the zero state [12] . The row distance r, is nonincreasing with j . Moreover, we have the inequalities in the encoder. These information symbols will evcntually appear on the path leading to the all-zero state. Hence, at a ing W,; otherwise, every path leading to the all-zero state will result in a negative node weight at this latter state. This modification is shown below, and its effect is shown by calculating the spectrum for the systematic R =1/2, M = 31 convolutional encoder G The total number of rate R=1/2, memory M=16 ( g g ) = 1 or g:)=l) encoders with g#)=g$2)=1 is 3. 22M-2 = 3 221 225 472. A simple way to generate all the encoders C = (G"), G(')) and eliminate the encoders G' = (G(2), G!' )) is. for each G('), to test only those G(') for which G(') < 6 ( l ) (in obvious binary notion). Table  111 and IV. One might suspect that a memory M =17, R =1/2 encoder exists with d, = 21. We tested this hypothesis and found that all candidates have row distance rl0 < 21. The efficiency of using the row distances as rejecting rules in
VII. RESULTS
In this section we report the results of using FAST to find good binary rate R = 1/2 convolutional codes. A code is said to be an optimum distance profile code when its distance profile is superior to or equal to that of any code with the same rate and memory. In Tables I and I1 we give extensive lists of nonsystematic rate R =1/2 ODP encoders. Some of the reported encoders have a d , superior to that of any previously known code with the same rate and memory. Some of the encoders have been reported before [3] , [14] but without specifying the distance spec- Tables V and VI together with the first ten spectral components. It is worth noticing that the memory M=15 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9   11  7173  5261  15  14  21  34  101  249  597  1373  3317  8014  19559  12  53734  72304  16  14  38  35  108  342  724  1604  4020  9825  23899  14  63057  44735  18  26  0  165  0  845  0  4844  0  28513  0  15  533514  653444  19  30  67  54  167  632  1402  2812  7041  18178  43631  16  626656  463642  20  43  0  265  0  1341  0  7613  0  44817  0  18  4551474  6354344  22  65  0  349  0  1903  0  10947  0  63130  0   TABLE IV n,,(d, + i), i = 0;. . , 9 FOR NONSYSTEMATIC OFD ENCODERS 12  38  20  98  50  82  100  199  104  292  173  433  258  640  206  1005  430  237  746  395  1038  631  1932  1088  656  1636  894  5 72  1824  1134   32  80  0  277  72  225  0  446  166  303  0  736  192  555  0  1040  292  766  0  1829  564  1102  0  2962  672  1484  0  4694  302  1410  0  7102  399  2422  0  1678  595  3364  0  2688  620  6062  0  4233  788  9260  0  6518  66  3150  0 10164  85  4854  0  2679  109  7734  0  5106   192  448  0 . 1806  500  1324  0  3872  774  2371  0  4841  1488  3346  0  8384  1980  5195  0  13435  3412  8881  0  19758  5154  10898  0  29937  2249  8316  0  48029  3133  14224  0  11297  4248  20830  0  15372  6400  36374  0  24010  8190  58036  0  38745  1008  15562  0  61360  1111  27514  0  14602  1504  42388  0  29353   1024  0  3680  0  6042  0  9444  0  13084  0  22870  0  31620  0  17306  0  24768  0  32619  0  46075  0  60804  0  10884  0  12869  0  17263  0   2304  11063  8967  25644  15826  34216  25307  55137  35343  90432  57952  132399  76925  204931  52576  320493  86172  73363  130050  108280  214750  159902  342974  257952  91682  394667  157388  94100  241152  163336   5120  0  22270  0  41796  0  64860  0  92740  0  153336  0  206402  0  122012  0  173424  0  232944  0  336429  0  456373  0  85017  0  118051  0 codes in which the two generators differ only in the second position. The main feature of QLI encoders is that they have a feedforward inverse, which can be implemented by a simple modulo 2 adder. This makes it easy to extract the information digits from the hard-decisioned received sequences. Furthermore, since the feedforward inverse has "weight" two, the error amplification factor A = 2 is the 71. smallest possible for nonsystematic codes. In Tables VI1  and VI11 we Tables XI  and XI1 we list ODP QLI encoders.
Using the modification of FAST described in Section V, we compiled an extensive list of systematic ODP encoders (Tables XI11 and XIV) . For the sake of completeness we also give the minimum distances d , for an extensive list, Fifteen years ago Massey [22] conjectured, in contrast to the presumed superiority of nonsystematic codes to systematic codes, that a sequential decoder will perform about as well with a systematic R = 1 / 2 code of memory 2 M as with a nonsystematic code of memory M . Since the longer code is systematic, every other channel symbol in the tail, which is used to terminate an encoded information sequence, is a zero which is known beforehand and can be omitted before transmission. Hence the two codes require the same alloted space for transmission of their corresponding tails, which is the practical consequence of Massey's conjecture. To test the conjecture, we have compared d, for nonsystematic ODP codes of memory M with d, for systematic ODP codes of memory 2 M . The result is in Fig. 7 , which gives striking support to Massey's conjecture.
The import of Massey's conjecture, to which our comparison lends credence, is that a systematic R = 1 / 2 convolutional code can be used instead of a nonsystematic one without any sacrifice in the effective transmission rate, error probability or computational performance of a sequential decoder, provided that the memory of the systematic code is chosen as twice the allotted tail length in information symbols. Thus the long systematic convolutional encoders in Tables XI11 and XIV appear attractive for use with sequential decoders.
In Fig. 8 we show the free distance for several classes of rate R = 1 /2 convolutional codes. For comparison, we give Heller's upper bound [23] : where 1.1 denotes the floor function. This bound has been improved by one for some memories and by two for 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that the distance profile can be exploited in a very efficient way to prune the code tree when calculating the distance spectrum of rate R = 1/2 convolutional codes. FAST can easily be extended to other rates. We have also reported extensive lists of good rate R = 1/2 convolutional encoders. These tables provide encoders that can be used in practice.
